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The popular initiative consists in a demand by 50,000
Swiss voters for the addition of a new Article to the Consti-
tution, or for the repeal or modification of certain Articles
of the Constitution already in force.
If by means of the popular initiative several different
provisions are presented for revision or for addition to the
Federal Constitution, each must form the subject of a
separate initiative demand. The initiative demand may
take the form of a proposal in general terms or of a Bill
complete in all details*
When a demand is couched in general terms the Federal
Assembly, i£ it approve thereof, will proceed to undertake
the partial revision in the sense indicated in the demand, and
will submit it for adoption or rejection by the people awl
the Cantons. If, on the contrary, it does not approve, the
question whether there shall be a partial revision or not
must be submitted to the vote of the people ; if a majority
of the Swiss citizens taking part in the vote pronounce in
the affirmative, the Federal Assembly will proceed to
undertake the revision in conformity with the decision of
the people.
When a demand is presented in the form of a Bill
complete in all details, and the Federal Assembly approves
thereof, the Bill shall be submitted for adoption or rejection
by the people and the Cantons. If the Federal Assembly
does not approve, it may frame a Bill of its own or
recommend to the people the rejection of the Bill proposed
and submit to the people its own Bill or proposal fojr
rejection at the same time as the Bill presented by popular
initiative.
article 122.—Federal legislation shall determine the
formalities to be observed in regard to popular initiative
demands and to voting concerning the revision of the Fede -
ral Constitution.
123*~The revised Federal Constitution,   or

